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ABSTRACT 

In 2016, the monetary policy related approach structure moved towards flexible inflation focusing 

on furthermore, a six-part Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) was comprised for setting the 

strategy rate. 

Indian Economy was struggling through the NBFC liquidity crisis and rising bank NPA, suddenly 

Pandemic has hit the economy badly. It is a big blow to the economy and in response to this 

sudden crisis RBI has taken various measures to bring back economy on track. This paper is 

descriptive study of various policy decision taken by RBI to in order to control the damage due to 

Pandemic. The RBI’ Bi-monthly policy review document is used as reference for various policy

measures and its effectiveness in dealing with changes in the various economic indicators. RBI 

has used all policy measures in dealing with liquidity squeeze due to lockdown. It includes 

LTRO, TRTO and operation twist. This paper will also discuss the likely impact of these 

unconventional tools of monetary policy on the RBI’s Balance Sheetsize.

The RBI actualizes the financial approach through open market tasks, bank rate strategy, save 
framework, credit control strategy, moral influence and through numerous different instruments. 
Utilizing any of these instruments will prompt changes in the loan cost, or the cash flexibly in the 
economy. Financial approach can be expansionary and contractionary in nature. Expanding cash 
flexibly and lessening loan costs show an expansionary strategy. The converse of this is a 
contractionary financial strategy. For example, liquidity is significant for an economy to spike 
development. To look after liquidity, the RBI is subject to the financial arrangement. By buying 
securities through open market activities, the RBI presents cash in the framework and lessens the 
loan cost. 
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Introduction 
 

The monetary policy framework in India has evolved over the past few decades in response to 

financial developments and changing macroeconomic conditions. The operational framework of 

monetarypolicy has also gone through significant changes with respect to instruments and targeting 

mechanisms. The preamble of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Act, 1934 was also amended in 

2016, which now clearly provides the mandate of the RBI. It reads as follows: “to regulate the issue 

of Bank notes and keeping of reserves with a view to securing monetary stability in India and 

generally to operate the currency and credit system of the country to its advantage; to have a 

modern monetary policy framework to  meet the challenge of an increasingly complex economy; to 

maintain price stability while keeping in mind the objective of growth.” The aim of monetary policy 

in the initial years of inception of RBI was mainly to maintain the sterling parity, with exchange 

rate being the nominal anchor ofmonetary 

policy. Liquidity was regulated through open market operations (OMOs), bank rate and cash reserve 

ratio (CRR). Soon after independence and through the late 1960s, the role of the central bank was 

aligned with the planned development process of the nation in accordance with the 5-year plans. 

Thus, it played a major role in regulating credit availability, employing OMOs, bank rate, and 

reserve requirement towards this end. 
 

 

 

Objectives 

 

 to understand the monetary response for anycrisis 

 to understand the various tools of monetarypolicy 

 to understand the impact of monetary response on the various segment of theeconomy 

 to understand the various measures taken by RBI to tackle the economiccrisis 
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Understanding MonetaryPolicy 

Monetary policy is detailed dependent on inputs assembled from an assortment of sources. For 

example, the monetary policy may take a gander at macroeconomic numbers like GDP and 

swelling, industry/segment explicit development rates and related figures, international 

improvements in the global business sectors (like oil ban or exchange taxes), concerns raised by 

bunches speaking to ventures and organizations, review results from associations of notoriety, and 

contributions from the legislature and other validsources. 

Monetary authorities are commonly given strategy commands, to accomplish stable ascent in 

(GDP), keep up low paces of joblessness, and keep up unfamiliar trade and expansion rates in an 

anticipated range. Monetary policy can be utilized in blend with or as an option in contrast to 

financial arrangement, which uses charges, government obtaining, and spending to deal with the 

economy. 

Instruments of Monetary Policy 

The instruments of financial strategy are of two sorts: 

Quantitative, general or backhanded (CRR, SLR, Open Market Operations, Bank Rate, Repo Rate, 

Reverse Repo Rate) 

Subjective, particular or direct (change in the edge cash, direct activity, moral suasion 

These the two strategies influence the degree of total interest through the supply of money, cost of 

money and accessibility of credit. Of the two sorts of instruments, the primary class incorporates 

bank rate varieties, open market activities and changing reserve prerequisites (money save 

proportion, legal hold proportion). 

Strategy instruments are intended to manage the general degree of credit in the economy through 

business banks. The particular credit controls target controlling explicit sorts of credit. They 

incorporate changing edge necessities and guideline of shopper credit. 

We examine them as under: 

Bank Rate Policy: The bank rate is the base loaning pace of the national bank at which it 

rediscounts five star bills of trade and government protections held by the business banks. At the 

point when the national bank finds that swelling has been expanding constantly, it raises the bank 

rate so acquiring from the national bank turns out to be expensive and business banks get less cash 

from it (RBI). 

The business banks, in response, raise their loaning rates to the business network and borrowers 

who further acquire less from the business banks. There is constriction of credit and costs are 

checked from rising further. Unexpectedly, when costs are discouraged, the national bank brings 

down the bank rate. 

It is modest to acquire from the national bank with respect to business banks. The last additionally 
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bring down their loaning rates. Finance managers are urged to get more. Speculation is energized 

and followed by ascend in Output, work, pay and request and the descending development of costs 

is checked. 

Specific Credit Controls: Specific credit controls are utilized to impact explicit kinds of credit for 

specific purposes. They normally appear as changing edge necessities to control theoretical 

exercises inside the economy. When there is energetic theoretical action in the economy or 

specifically areas in specific items and costs begin rising, the national bank raises the edge 

prerequisite on them. 

Legislative leader of the Reserve Bank of India – Chairperson, ex officio: Shri Shaktikanta Das 

 Representative Governor of the Reserve Bank of India, accountable for MonetaryPolicy– Member, 
ex officio: Dr. Michael DebabrataPatra 

 One official of the Reserve Bank of India to be designated by the Central Board – Member, ex 
officio: Dr. Janak Raj 

 Dr. Chetan Ghate, Professor, Indian Statistical Institute (ISI): Member 

 Dr. Pami Dua, Director, Delhi School of Economics:Member 

 Dr. Ravindra H. Dholakia, Professor, Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad:Member. 

 
Targets of the Monetary Policy of India 

Value Stability: Price Stability suggests advancing monetary advancement with significant 

accentuation on value solidness. The focal point of center is to encourage the climate which is 

positive for the engineering that empowers the formative tasks to run quickly while additionally 

keeping up sensible value security. 

Controlled Expansion Of Bank Credit: One of the significant elements of RBI is the controlled 

development of bank acknowledge and cash gracefully for exceptional consideration regarding 

occasional prerequisite for credit without influencing the yield. 

Advancement of Fixed Investment: The point here is to build the efficiency of venture by limiting 

unimportant fixed speculation. 

Limitation of Inventories: Overfilling of stocks and items getting obsolete because of abundance of 

stock frequently results is infection of the unit. To keep away from this issue the focal financial 

power completes this basic capacity of confining the inventories. The fundamental target of this 

approach is to stay away from over-loading and inert cash in the association 

Advancement of Exports and Food Procurement Operations: Monetary strategy gives unique 

consideration so as to support sends out and encourage the exchange. It is a free target of money 

related strategy. 

Wanted Distribution of Credit: Monetary authority has command over the choices with respect to 

the allotment of credit to need part and little borrowers. This strategy chooses over the predefined 

level of credit that will be assigned to need part and little borrowers. 

http://www.trendytechjournals.com/
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Fair Distribution of Credit: The strategy of Reserve Bank points evenhanded appropriation to all parts 

of the economy and all social and monetary class of individuals 

To Promote Efficiency: It is another basic perspective where the national banks give a ton of 

consideration. It attempts to expand the effectiveness in the monetary framework and attempts to fuse 

basic changes, for example, liberating financing costs, ease operational limitations in the credit 

conveyance framework, to present new currency market instruments and so on. 

Decreasing the Rigidity: RBI attempts to achieve the adaptabilities in the activities  which give an 

impressive self-rule. It energizes more serious climate and enhancement. It keeps up its command 

over budgetary framework at whatever point and any place important to keep up the order and 

judiciousness in activities of the money related framework. 
 

UNCONENTIONAL MONETARY POLICY MEASURES 
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Considering the COVID-19 pandemic, the Reserve Bank of India's Monetary Policy 
Committee (MPC) chose to propel the Bi-month to month Monetary Policy meet which was 
planned to be hung on 03rd June 2020 and the declaration was intended to be made on 05th 
June 2020. The gathering was progressed to twentieth, 21st and 22nd May 2020. During the 
MonetaryPolicy meet, the MPC dissected the current and developing macroeconomic and 
money related conditions and has chosen to take an accommodative position and henceforth 
decreased the approach repo rate to restore development just as to alleviate the effect of 
COVID-19. With its choices, MPC expects to keep expansion inside the objective and thus to 
safeguard monetary soundness. 
 
Earlier on two separate events (March 27 and April 17, 2020), the RBI had prior reported after 
administrative measures: 

 
conceding of 3 months ban on term credit portions 
suspension of enthusiasm for 3 months on working capital offices 
facilitating of working capital financing prerequisites by diminishing edges or reassessment of 
working capital cycle 

 exclusion from being delegated 'defaulter' in administrative detailing and answering to 
credit dataorganizations 

 expansion of goal timetables for focused onresources 

 Resource characterization stop by barring the ban time of 3 months, and so onby 
loaningfoundations. 

 The Reserve Bank of India has chosen to expand the above measures by an additional 
three months for example from June 1, 2020 till August 31, 2020, consequently takingthe 
complete time of appropriateness of the measures to a half year (for example from March 
1, 2020 to August 31,2020). 

 
The loaning foundations are additionally allowed to reestablish the edges for working money 
to their unique levels by March 31, 2021. Essentially, the measures relating to reassessment of 
working capital cycle are being reached out up toMarch 31, 2021.The Monetary Policy 
Committee of the Reserve Bank of India met on fourth, fifth and sixth August for its second 
gathering of 2020-21. During the second Monetary Policy meet, the MPC dissected the 
current and developing macroeconomic and budgetary conditions and has chosen to proceed 
with the accommodative position to resuscitate development just as to alleviate the effect of 
COVID-19. With its choices, MPC expects to keep swelling inside the objective and 
subsequently to save budgetary solidness. 

 

1. Likewise, for the year 2020-21, all in all, genuine GDP development is relied upon to be 
negative. 

2. The key choices taken in the Monetary Policy Committee meeting are: 

3. The repo rate under the liquidity modification office (LAF) has been kept unaltered at4.00%. 

4. The reverse repo rate under the LAF has been kept unaltered at3.35%. 

5. The marginal standing facility (MSF) rate and the Bank Rate have been kept unchanged 
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at4.25% 
 

Considering some of the past situations of how a country’s monetary take actions 

duringthe nation crisis:- 

EURO CRISIS 

 
Tight financial arrangement clarifies the Eurozone emergency that started in 2008 and 

reoccurred in 2010–2011. Normally, national banks cut loan fees during a financial log jam, 

so for what reason did the ECB fix during these occasions? In the two cases, the ECB was 

erroneously stressed over the ascent in feature expansion (i.e., swelling that incorporates 

unpredictable costs for products, for example, energy). A brief flood in ware costs caused 

feature swelling to ascend in both 2008 and 2010–2011, however center expansion stayed 

stable. 

The ECB's enormous slip-up was reacting to these adjustments in swelling as though they 

were indications of an interest stun when they were truly side effects a flexibly stun. Such 

disarray over swelling is a typical issue for expansion focusing on national banks. 

For instance, the US Federal Reserve misread declining swelling in 2002–2004 as a 

manifestation of frail interest as opposed to quick profitability development. Therefore, it 

kept loan costs low despite the fact that the United States was amidst a lodging blast. 

Essentially, in September 2008, as the economy was collapsing, the Federal Reserve chose 

not to bring down financing costs on account of a worry about swelling. This expansion, 

notwithstanding, was the consequence of a transitory flood in item costs as opposed to 

overabundance request. 

 
SUBPRIME CRISIS 

 

The U.S. focal financial framework, the Federal Reserve, in association with national banks 

far and wide, found a way to address the subprime contract emergency. Central bank 

Chairman Ben Bernanke expressed in mid 2008: "Extensively, the Federal Reserve's reaction 

has followed two tracks: endeavors to help market liquidity and working and the quest for our 

macroeconomic destinations through money related policy."[1] A recent report by the 

Government Accountability Office found that "on various events in 2008 and 2009, the 

Federal Reserve Board conjured crisis authority under the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 to 

approve new expansive based projects and monetary help to singular organizations to settle 

budgetary business sectors. Advances exceptional for the crisis programs topped at more than 

$1 trillion in late 2008." 

 
Comprehensively expressed, the Fed decided to give a "limitless ticket to ride" for the banks, 

rather than giving liquidity and dominating. It didn't close down or tidy up most grieved 

banks; and didn't constrain out bank the executives or any bank authorities liable for facing 

terrible challenges, in spite of the way that a large portion of them had significant functions in 

heading to catastrophe their foundations and the monetary framework overall. This showering 
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of money and delicate treatment was something contrary to the brutal terms the U.S. had 

requested when the monetary areas of developing business sector economies experienced 

emergencies during the 1990s. 
 

 

Monetary Policy Response To Pandemic In India 

As some portion of reaction to the pandemic, the RBI has embraced a progression of 
measures which are now in the public area. Plus, the Reserve Bank's center was likewise to 
guarantee that the possibility reaction to COVID-19 was actualized by totally controlled 
elements quickly to limit disturbances. As needs be, directly from the beginning of the 
emergency, the arrangement measures were focused on operational issues, and specifically, 
guaranteeing business congruity and unhindered tasks of the monetary market foundation. 
The Reserve Bank initiated a detailed business progression plan for its own tasks just as 
guaranteed that banks additionally actuate their own business congruity plans. All elements 
were additionally instructed to survey the effect regarding COVID-19 on their accounting 
report, resource quality and liquidity, and take quick possibility measures to deal with their 
dangers. 
While the multipronged approach embraced by the Reserve Bank has given a pad from the 
prompt effect of the pandemic on banks, the medium-term standpoint is questionable and 
relies upon the COVID-19 bend. Strategy activity for the medium-term would require a 
cautious evaluation of how the emergency unfurls. Building supports and raising capital will 
be essential not exclusively to guarantee credit stream yet in addition to assemble flexibility 
in the monetary framework. RBI has as of late (nineteenth June and first July, 2020) exhorted 
all banks, non-store taking NBFCs (with an advantage size of ₹5,000 crore) and all store 
taking NBFCs to survey the effect of COVID-19 on their accounting report, resource quality, 
liquidity, productivity and capital sufficiency for the budgetary year 2020-21. In view of the 
result of such pressure testing, banks and non-banking monetary organizations have been 
encouraged to work out conceivable relieving measures including capital arranging, capital 
raising, and possibility liquidity arranging, among others. The thought is to guarantee 
proceeded with credit gracefully to various areas of the economy and keep up budgetary 
soundness. 
In India, the attention is still on the monetary components, including development, GDP, the 
market pace of return, and so forth. 
The Indian economy shrank 23.9% year-on-year in the second quarter of 2020, much more 
terrible than market gauges of a 18.3% drop. It is the greatest compression on record, as India 
forced a Covid lockdown in late March and expanded it a few times, stopping most financial 
exercises. All things considered, India remains the third most exceedingly awful influenced 
nation on the planet by the pandemic. 
India is probably going to report its most noticeably awful development execution since the 
1991 progression for this financial year as the economy is altogether influenced by the 
pandemic flare-up. Furthermore, with interviews showing capital streams, obligation, 
wellbeing, cash and trade rates.Soon after the World Health Organization proclaimed the 
Novel Coronavirus episode a pandemic, an abrupt anarchy loosened up over the globe. 
Speculators began pulling out their cash. The financial exchanges of the world slammed. 
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National banks made off-cycle rate slices and infused liquidity to keep the economy moving. 
The Covid episode has affected both monetary business sectors and shopper slants; and with 
the progressing liquidity concerns and lockdown circumstances it appears to be there's more 
difficulty preparing for budgetary foundations. 

 
Financial Institutions 

NBFCs of India are confronting a liquidity crush post IL&FS crisis.Now with Covid gazing 
at us, NBFC part has just begun confronting more issues. The effect of the flare-up of the 
novel Covid raises further dangers to monetary development and non-bank budgetary 
foundations' advantage quality. Furthermore, when NBFCs' clients — MSMEs, a vital 
mainstay of a developing economy like India's — won't have  the option to work together 
obviously, it would be hard for the non-banking part to meet its benefit quality prerequisites. 
A significant target of the Reserve Bank's administrative activity has been to set up 
frameworks and structures to distinguish, evaluate and proactively alleviate or deal with the 
weaknesses among money related organizations. During the most recent one year, in light of 
the evaluation of occasions which could represent a danger to the budgetary dependability, 
the Reserve Bank has rearranged its administrative and administrative capacities with a goal 
of building up a comprehensive way to deal with guideline and oversight. The bound together 
methodology is pointed toward tending to the developing size, complexities, and between 
connectedness among banks and NBFCs. It is likewise focused on adequately tending to 
potential foundational chances that could emerge because of conceivable administrative or 
administrative exchange and data unevenness. Further, an adjusted methodology has been 
intended to give the necessary particularity and versatility to the management capacity to 
guarantee a superior spotlight on the hazardous organizations and practices; to convey proper 
scope of apparatuses and innovation to accomplish the administrative targets; and to improve 
ability to lead even or topical examinations across administered substances on recognized 
territories of concern. 
As a support of the aligned administrative methodology, the Reserve Bank has fortified its 
off-site observation instrument to personality rising dangers and evaluate the weaknesses 
over the directed substances for convenient activity. We are additionally pursuing reinforcing 
the administrative market insight capacities, with the assistance of both individual and 
innovative knowledge. 
Specific treatment of powerless establishments at the Reserve Bank presently helps in nearer 
observing and effective goal of such elements in a non-problematic way. For NBFCs, 
dynamic commitment with partners was valuable to recognize developing dangers and make 
brief move. Thinking about their expanding size and interconnectedness, the Reserve Bank 
has found a way to reinforce the danger the board and liquidity the executives structure of 
NBFCs. NBFCs with a size of more than ₹5,000 crore have been encouraged to choose a 
practically free Chief Risk Officer (CRO) with unmistakably determined job and duties. 
Likewise, government-claimed NBFCs have been brought under the Reserve Bank's nearby 
examination structure and off-site reconnaissance. The change to the Reserve Bank of India 
Act, 1934 compelling from August 1, 2019 has reinforced the capacity of Reserve Bank to all 
the more likely manage and oversee the NBFCs. In addition, some enormous NBFCs and 
NBFCs with specific shortcomings are observed intently on a continuous premise. 
If there should arise an occurrence of the Urban Co-usable Banks (UCBs),  exceptional 
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endeavors are being made to move towards a danger based and favorable to dynamic 
administrative way to deal with recognize shortcomings in their tasks early. An early 
admonition framework with a pressure testing system has been shaped for opportune 
acknowledgment of powerless banks for proper activity. 
Arrangement of an 'umbrella association', has been affirmed to give liquidity, capital, IT and 
limit building backing to UCBs. The presentation furthest reaches of the UCBs have been 
brought down to decrease credit fixation and the need division targets have been amended 
considerably upwards with the goal that UCBs stay zeroed in on their center portion - i.e., 
miniature and little borrowers. The ongoing changes in the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 
and the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 will encourage our oversight measures regarding 
NBFCs and UCBs, separately. 

 
Fiscal Policy And Stimulus Package 

The Indian government declared a $22.6 billion (around 1% of the GDP) monetary 

improvement bundle to give direct money moves and food safety efforts to a great many 

needy individuals hit by a cross country lockdown set off by the Covid pandemic. Numerous 

business analysts foresee that the middle should declare an a lot greater budgetary bundle 

than the one prior, of around $39 billion to address the necessities of the defenseless and 

influenced fragments of the economy. 

Industry‐specific measures 

 

The travel industry, cordiality, and flight are among the most noticeably terrible influenced 
segments that are confronting the greatest brunt of the current emergency . Shutting of film 
theaters and declining footfall in shopping buildings have influenced the retail division by 
affecting the utilization of both fundamental and optional things.. On the flexibly side, the 
closure of processing plants and the subsequent deferral in the gracefully of merchandise 
from numerous nations has influenced numerous Indian assembling segments, which source 
their middle of the road and end result necessities. A few areas like cars, drugs, hardware, 
substance items, and so on are confronting an up and coming crude material and part 
deficiency. 
Also, wellbeing, clinics, and medication fabricating are among the least examined angles 

showing 

thatdespitesuchpandemic,thereisaneedtohelpwellbeingandfinancialwell‐beingoftheresidents 

and, it is vital to organize wellbeing spending for clinical hardware, and COVID‐19 testing; 
repay specialists and attendants and further to ensure that the medical clinics and centers have 

enough defensive assets to workadequately. 

 
Private venture and day by day bets 
The emergency has just changed into a monetary and work market stun, affecting not just 

creation and gracefully of merchandise and ventures yet in addition request (utilization and 

speculation) Travel boycotts, fringe terminations, and isolate measures have brought about 

job‐less laborers with no‐ incomes Sustaining business activities in such situations is 
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especially dubious, 

 
Measures Deployed by the RBI to Tackle the COVID-19 Pandemic 

In the wake of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, several measures have been recently taken 
by the Reserve Bank of India(“RBI”) to ease the burden on retail as well as institutional 
players in the Indian market. The RBI had recently announced a Covid-19 – Regulatory 
Package on March 27, 2020 (“Regulatory Package”), whereby lenders across India were inter 
alia permitted togrant a moratorium of three months upon payment of all instalments that 
were due to fall between March 1st, 2020 and May 31st, 2020 (“MoratoriumPeriod”). 
Some of the measures under the Regulatory Package were as follows: 
Rescheduling of Payments – Term Loans and Working Capital Facilities 

As regards all term loans, a moratorium of three months on payment of all instalments falling 
due between March 1, 2020, and May 31, 2020, has been allowed by the RBI to be granted 
by all commercial banks (including regional rural banks, small finance banks and local area 
banks), co- operative banks, all-India Financial Institutions, and NBFCs (including housing 
finance companies) (“lending institutions”) to their customers. The RBI further allowed the 
lending institutions to defer the recovery of any applicable interest in respect of working 
capital facilities sanctioned during the period from March 1, 2020 up to May 31st, 2020 in 
respect of working capital facilities sanctioned by way of cash credit/overdraft limits 
(“CC/OD”). The accumulated accrued interest is to be recovered immediately after the 
completion of this period. 

 
Easing of Working Capital Financing 

 

Further lending institutions have been asked to recalculate their respective ‘drawing power’ 
by reassessing the working capital cycle and/or by reducing their margins in respect of Cash 
Credit/ Overdraft (“CC/OD”) facilities to their borrowers facing stress on account of Covid-
19. This relief is to be made available up to May 31, 2020. 
Classification as Special Mention Account (SMA) and Non-Performing Asset (NPA). 

The moratorium/deferment/recalculation of the ‘drawing power’ is not to be treated as change 
or concession in the terms and conditions of loan agreements due to the financial difficulty of 
the borrower. Therefore, such a measure, by itself, is not to result in any downgrade in asset 
classification. 
The RBI aimed at liquidity management under the Governor’s Statement has introduced the 
following additional measures: 
Liquidity Management Measures under the Governor’s Statement 

TLTRO: RBI has decided to conduct targeted long-term repo operations (“TLTRO 2.0”) at 
the policy repo rate for tenors up to three years for an aggregate amount of INR 50,000 crore 
(approx. USD 6500 million), to begin with, in tranches of appropriate sizes. 
The funds availed under TLTRO 2.0 shall be deployed in investment-grade bonds, 
commercial paper, and non-convertible debentures of non-banking financial companies 
(“NBFCs”), withat least 50 per cent of the total funds availed shall be apportioned asbelow: 
10 percent in securities/instruments issued by Micro Finance  Institutions (MFIs). 
15 percent in securities/instruments issued by NBFCs with asset size of INR 500 crores and 
below; 25 percent in securities/instruments issued by NBFCs with assets size between INR 
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500 crores and INR 5000crore. 
These investments made by banks would be classified as held to maturity (“HTM”) even over 
25per cent of the total investment permitted to be included in the HTM portfolio. Exposures 
under this framework have also not been deemed under the large exposure framework 
(“LEF”). The time limit for deployment of funds availed under this facility is 30 days from 
the date of operation. Banks would need to submit a declaration to this effect to the Financial 
Markets Operations Department and to the Department of Supervision[3]within one month of 
availing thesefacilities. 
Refinancing Facilities for All India Financial Institutions (“AIFIs”): The RBI has decided 
to provide special refinance facilities for a total amount of INR 50,000 crore (approx. $6500 
million) to the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (“NABARD”), Small 
Industrial Development Bank of India (“SIDBI”) and to National Housing Bank (”NHB”) to 
enable them to meet sectoral credit needs. The amount so allocated will comprise of: (i) ₹ 
25,000 crore (approx. $ 3250 million) allocated to NABARD for refinancing regional rural 
banks (“RRBs”), cooperative banks and MFIs; (ii) ₹15,000 crore to SIDBI (approx. $2000 
million) for on-lending/refinancing; and 
(iii) ₹10,000 crore (approx. $ 1300 million) to NHB for supporting housing finance 
companies (“HFCs”). Advances under this facility are to be charged at RBI’s extant policy 
repo rate at the time of availing these facilities. 
Fixed-Rate Reverse Repo Rate: The RBI has further reduced the fixed rate reverse repo rate 
under the liquidity adjustment facility (“LAF”) to 3.75 per cent from 4.0 per cent by 25 basis 
points. The policy repo rate remains unchanged at 4.40 per cent, and the marginal standing 
facility rate and the bank rate remain unchanged at 4.65 per cent; all the other terms and 
conditions of the LAF are to remain unchanged. 

Regulatory Measures under the Governor’s Statement 
(i) AssetClassification 
(ii) Extension of ResolutionTimeline 
(iii) Restriction to Distribution ofDividend 
(iv) Liquidity Coverage Ratio (“LCR”) brought down from 100 per cent to 80per 

 

(v) NBFC Loans to Commercial RealEstate Projects OtherMeasures 
INR 50,000 crore Special Liquidity Facility for Mutual Funds (SLF-MF) 
Banks shall use the funds availed under the SLF-MF exclusively for meeting the liquidity 
requirements of MFs by (1) loans offering, and (2) outright purchase of and/or repos against 
the collateral of investment-grade corporate bonds, commercial papers (CPs), debentures and 
certificates of 
Deposit (“CDs”) held by MFs. 
 
Decoding Operation Twist – the act of RBI during covid-19 

The Reserve Bank of India directed a few synchronous deals and acquisition of government 
protections under open market activities since March. The moves were made after an audit of 
current and developing liquidity and economic situations initiated by Coronavirus pandemic. 
RBI's synchronous deals and acquisition of government protections, named 'Operation Twist' 
is an approach to oversee yields in the market. Operation Twist is a program of quantitative 
facilitating utilized by the RBI that was first presented by the Federal Reserves in US in 
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1961. 
Why Twist? 

The thought is that by buying longer-term securities, the RBI can help drive the security costs 
up and yields down (since costs and yields move in inverse ways). Simultaneously, selling 
shorter- term securities should make their yields go up (since their costs would fall). In blend, 
these two activities wind the state of the yield bend. 
Operation Twist is intended to prompt descending weight on longer-term financing costs by 
bringing down long haul Treasury yields. The national bank purchases long haul notes with 
the returns from momentary bills. This expands interest for Treasury notes. Much the same as 
some other resources, as request rises, so does the cost. In any case, higher security costs are 
counterbalanced by a lower yield for speculators. 
For What Reason Does The RBI Want Lower Long-Term Interest Rates? 

Lower longer-term yields help support the economy by making advances more affordable for 
those hoping to purchase homes, buy vehicles, and fund ventures, while sparing turns out to 
be less alluring in light of the fact that it doesn't pay as much intrigue. 
Reason behind Operation Twist 

The explanation being that business speculation and lodging request are principally 
controlled by longer-term loan costs, while cross-cash exchange is fundamentally dictated by 
transient loan fee differentials across nations. In this manner, if longer-term financing costs 
could be brought down without influencing transient yields, the declining economy can be 
animated without exacerbating the 
outpouring of gold and homegrown money. This legitimizes the rationale behind the RBI's 
advantageous utilization of 'Operation Twist' component to push up shorter-term loan costs, 
while pushing down long haul rates. 

 
 

Assessing the drawn out impacts of Operation Twist 

The RBI has so far completed three rounds of synchronous security purchase and-sell through 
open market tasks. The two key worries of the current economy are expansion and work. 
Swelling: The potential gain danger of expansion is to a great extent contained by financial 
approach grant. Additional concerning will be falling costs that would prompt a time of 
obligation collapse. 
Instead of this, we do see that the expansion is required to stay consistent or hardly ascend 
over the anticipated months. 
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Business: The stressing joblessness rates are because of two elements - repetitive joblessness 
and auxiliary joblessness. Repeating joblessness is brought about by the Coronavirus initiated 
vulnerability, setting off a recessionary period of the business cycle. Auxiliary joblessness is 
the thing that happens when the drawn out jobless lose the aptitudes expected to contend in 
the activity market. In any case, we see that the joblessness rates will fall as the focal and the 
state governments loosen up the lockdown terms and with sufficient clinical mediations 
setting in the coming months. Further, declining Coronavirus related passing rates will add to 
the recuperation of the monetary slump. 

 
Challenges 

 

Going forward, there are sure emphasize focuses in the budgetary framework, which would 

require steady administrative and strategy consideration regarding relieve the dangers. The 

monetary effect of the pandemic - because of lock-down and foreseen post lock-down 

pressure in financial development - may bring about higher non-performing resources and 

capital disintegration of banks. The worldwide money related emergency of 2008-09 and the 

COVID-19 pandemic have scattered  the thought that tail dangers to the monetary framework 

will appear just seldom. Stuns to the money related framework named as 'once in a blue 

moon occasions' appear to be more regular than even 'once in 10 years'. In like manner, the 

base capital prerequisites of banks, which are adjusted 

dependentonauthenticmisfortuneoccasions,mayneveragainbeviewedas 

adequatetoassimilatethe misfortunes. Despite the various advances previously taken, there is 

consistently opportunity to get better to address a few issues that may rise in the medium to 

long haul. The administrative methodology of the Reserve Bank is to additionally reinforce 

its attention on creating money related foundations' capacity to distinguish, measure, and 

moderate the dangers. 

To fortify the interior safeguards, higher accentuation is currently being given on reasons for 

shortcomings than on indications. The side effects of powerless banks are normally helpless 

resource quality, absence of gainfulness, loss of capital, inordinate influence, extreme danger 

presentation, helpless lead, and liquidity concerns. These various side effects regularly rise 

together. The reasons for powerless money related establishments can ordinarily be followed 

to at least one of the accompanying conditions: wrong plan of action, given the business 

climate; poor or unseemly administration and affirmation capacities; helpless dynamic by 

senior administration; and misalignment of interior motivator structures with outer partner 

premiums. 
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Aims to Look Forward 
 

Despite the considerable effect of pandemic in our day by day carries on with, the money 
related arrangement of the nation, including all the installment frameworks and monetary 
business sectors, are working with no obstruction. The approach measures, i.e., money 
related, financial, administrative and auxiliary changes, give the empowering conditions to 
a speedier recuperation in economy movement while limiting close term disturbances. 
Post control of COVID-19, an exceptionally cautious direction must be continued in 
organized loosening up of counter-repetitive administrative measures and the money 
related segment should getting back to typical working without depending on the 
administrative relaxations as the new standard. The Reserve Bank is making ceaseless 
evaluation of the changing direction of money related soundness chances and updating its 
own administrative structure to guarantee that budgetary security is saved. 
Banks and budgetary middle people must be ever cautious and significantly redesign their 
capacities as for administration, confirmation capacities and danger culture. 
To date, the monetary reaction to the pandemic has been extraordinary. Such arrangements 
will bring about monstrous obligation comparative with GDP. In such cases, particularly 
the rising nations would require awards and advances, which might be helped, with 
coordination among the countries.. Further, there is a need to occupy the consideration 
towards the medical care, job, and government assistance of individuals having a place 
with the casual segment, including the work and traveler laborers. Disease battling and 
catastrophe alleviation are the first concerns. Moreover, numerous 
businessanalystsforeseetheabsenceofworkforcepost‐lockdownsincethetravelerlaborersmay
not re- visitation of work soon, and even the organizations would need to actualize 
considerablemeasures for laborers' security and to give different advantages, various 
movements to keep up workforce effectively. In this paper, we took a gander at the 
ongoing work in financial matters that figures the proper approaches and strategies to take 
remedial activities in such scenes and to widen the calculated and diagnostic estimates 
further. At present, the effect of another creature infection varies essentially among 
created and creating countries. Henceforth, better coordination and worldwide 
collaboration in the field of general wellbeing and financial advancement are fundamental, 
explicitly to forestall the spread of such ailments after some time.  
Looking at the current situation, Mr. Shaktikanta Das addressed that India’s GDP would 
contract by 9.5 per cent in the current fiscal due to the disruptions caused by the 
coronavirus pandemic. 
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Graphical Representation 
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